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A new numerical procedure for the study of finite temperature quantum dynamics is developed. The
method is based on the observation that the real and imaginary time dynamical data contain
complementary types of information. Maximum entropy methods, based on a combination of real
and imaginary time input data, are used to calculate the spectral densities associated with real time
correlation functions. Model studies demonstrate that the inclusion of even modest amounts of
short-time real time data significantly improves the quality of the resulting spectral densities over
that achievable using either real time data or imaginary time data separately. © 1998 American
Institute of Physics. @S0021-9606~98!51010-0#

sion method14–18,23 is the most recent and by far the most
successful. It has been applied with success to problems such
as quantum lattice models,14 the solvated electron,16 liquid
4
He, 17 and adsorbate vibrational lineshapes.18 A major shortcoming of the maximum entropy method is that it requires
extremely accurate imaginary time correlation functions to
obtain converged results. This implies that it is often difficult
to obtain high resolution dynamical detail.
In this paper we develop a new method which utilizes
both imaginary time and real time quantum Monte Carlo
data. The method is mainly based on the maximum entropy
method, but unlike previous approaches, it uses both real and
imaginary time data as input. In the next section, we indicate
how the real time information can be included in the maximum entropy reconstruction scheme. We focus our attention
on calculating the lineshape function, I( v ), in vibrational
spectroscopy. Extension to the general quantum dynamics
problem is straightforward. In Sec. III, we demonstrate the
utility of our method on a few selected examples.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Monte Carlo method1,2 has been applied to the finite
temperature quantum dynamics problem in two basic ways.
One approach is to utilize Monte Carlo methods ~or their
generalization! to calculate directly the required ‘‘real time’’
quantum dynamical correlation functions. Another approach
is to obtain the required dynamical information ‘‘indirectly’’
using suitably designed, imaginary time equilibrium simulations. Both approaches have their own unique advantages
and disadvantages.
In the direct approach, conventional Monte Carlo importance sampling methods are of limited use. The well known
‘‘sign problem’’ associated with the phase oscillations of the
real time propagator, e itH/\ , leads to exponentially growing
variances as the time, t, increases.3–5 If only very short time
information is required, as would be the case if we were
studying the flux autocorrelation functions for a simple barrier crossing event, then brute force Monte Carlo procedures
may suffice.6 If, however, longer time data are required, then
more general approaches are necessary.
Many approaches have been proposed to defeat the sign
problem.7–10 While progress continues, the actual application
of direct methods to realistic physical systems are, at present,
rare.
In the indirect approach, the correlation functions in
imaginary time are calculated by a usual equilibrium quantum Monte Carlo simulation method,3,4 and the desired real
time correlation functions are obtained by an analytic continuation procedure.11–13 The main difficulty of this method
is that the analytic continuation is numerically unstable so
that the unavoidable statistical errors of the equilibrium
Monte Carlo calculations are magnified in an uncontrollable
way. Several different approaches to deal with the numerical
instability associated with the analytic continuation have
been proposed. Among those, the maximum entropy inver0021-9606/98/108(10)/3871/5/$15.00

II. FORMAL DEVELOPMENTS

A generic time correlation functions, C(t), is related to
its associated spectral density, I( v ), by means of a Fourier
transform relationship
C~ t !5

E

`

2`

e 2i v t I ~ v ! d v .

~1!

As documented elsewhere,14,15 the corresponding imaginary
time correlation function, G( t )[C(2it), can be written as
G~ t !5

E

`

0

K~ t,v !I~ v !dv,
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where I( v ) is the same spectral density that appears in Eq.
~1! and K( t , v ) is a known integral kernel. Of relevance for
the present discussion is that K( t , v ) tends to be a strongly
decaying function of the frequency, v.
Although they share a common spectral density, the differences between kernels of Eqs. ~1! and ~2! have profound
implications with respect to the way in which this density is
‘‘expressed.’’ Specifically, the strongly decreasing character
of the integral kernel K( t , v ) implies that G( t ) preferentially contains information concerning the low-frequency
components of I( v ). High frequency information is obtained
only with some difficulty. On the other hand, the Fourier
transform structure of Eq. ~1! implies that C(t) preferentially
provides information about the high frequency components
of the spectral density. That is, if approached through C(t),
it is the long-time or low-frequency information that is difficult to obtain.
Within the dipole approximation, the vibrational lineshape, I( v ), can be obtained from the position autocorrelation function,19 C(t)5 ^ r(t)•r(0) & by Eq. ~1!, where r(t) is
the Heisenberg operator, i.e., r(t)5e itH/\ re 2itH/\ , and ^ ••• &
is the thermal average, ^ ••• & 5Tr@ e 2 b H ••• # /Q with the partition function Q. H is the system’s Hamiltonian and b the
inverse temperature, b 51/kT.
C(t) can be written in multidimensional integral form
using Feynman’s path integral representation of the
propagator.20,21 The direct approach is to evaluate the multidimensional integral by Monte Carlo techniques with an appropriate importance sampling procedure. This approach
may not, however, be the best one for the lineshape function
calculation. For example, if I( v ) contains low frequency
components, one needs C(t) over a relatively long time in
order to resolve them. This information is difficult to obtain
since the complexity in the real time Monte Carlo calculation
grows exponentially as a function of the time, t. Because
C(t) must be truncated at some finite time, t max , and since it
also contains the statistical errors, the Fourier transform usually gives artificial defects in I( v ), typically rapidly varying
side robes around peaks. Various forms of windowing functions have been used to prevent these phenomena.22 Maximum entropy methods have also been used in Fourier transform for the same purpose. As demonstrated in the next
section, I( v ) calculated using maximum entropy method is
much better than that of the usual numerical Fourier transform with the windowing functions.
The same lineshape function I( v ) can be obtained by
inverse Laplace transform of the imaginary time correlation
function, G( t )[C(2it),
G~ t !5

E

`

2`

e 2vtI~ v !d v .

~3!

The numerical instability associated with the inverse Laplace
transform is controlled by the maximum entropy method.
Using the Bayesian approach of probability theory, we can
formulate the maximum entropy approach as a minimization
problem involving the objective function, Q,
1
Q5 x 2 2 a S,
2

~4!

where the usual x 2 measure is given by

x 25

(i j ~ G i 2Ḡ i !@ C 21 # i j ~ G j 2Ḡ j ! ,

~5!

where Ḡ i 5G( t i ) is the Monte Carlo data and C i j is a covariance matrix element describing the correlation between
data, Ḡ i and Ḡ j . The entropy S is defined by
S @ A,m # 5

E

d v $ I ~ v ! 2m ~ v ! 2I ~ v ! ln@ I ~ v ! /m ~ v !# % .
~6!

The default model m( v ) should be chosen by the prior
knowledge on the solution. The regularization parameter a
is removed by the Bryan’s method23 in this work. If desired,
the real time correlation function C(t) can be obtained by the
inverse Fourier transform from I( v ). 24
Unlike the direct approach, it is very difficult to get the
high frequency components of I( v ) since the integral kernel
e 2 v t is practically zero beyond a certain frequency v. This
implies that it is often impossible to get the overtone peaks
which are usually in high frequency region and have small
intensities. Another drawback of the maximum entropy
method is that it often fails to resolve the closely spaced
peaks.17 To overcome these difficulties, some workers have
tried the problem-specific default models constructed from
the approximate solutions and sum rules. However, for the
lineshape function calculations, it is not adequate to use the
non-constant default model. The reason is that I( v ) is typically composed of several sharp Gaussian peaks and any
incorrect default model thus imposes overly severe constraints on the solution. One might try to improve the result
by increasing the number of imaginary time data points or
improving a numerical integration schemes. Our experience,
however, tells us that neither of those attempts change the
outcome significantly. The only previously known way to
improve the result is to calculate increasingly accurate values
for G( t ). Bearing in mind the fact that the variance in
Monte Carlo calculation decreases like 1/AN where N is the
number of Monte Carlo samples, such a ‘‘brute force’’ approach may prove somewhat inefficient.
The relation between C(t) and I( v ) @Eq. ~1!# is generally true for the complex time, t c 5t2i t , where t is the real
time and t is the imaginary time. Then, Eq. ~1! can be explicitly expressed in terms of t, and t,
F ~ t, t ! 5

E

`

2`

e 2i v t e 2 v t I ~ v ! d v .

~7!

This is the ‘‘Fourier1Laplace’’ transform. The only modification from Eq. ~2! is that the integral kernel changes to
e 2i v t e 2 v t . It is convenient to use the symmetrized version
of the lineshape function, A( v )[(11e 2 b \ v )I( v ). Using
the detailed balance condition, I(2 v )5e 2 b \ v I( v ), and the
fact that F(t, t ) can be complex, we have two equations to
be solved simultaneously,
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Re@ F ~ t, t !# 5
Im@ F ~ t, t !# 5

E
E

`

0
`

0

cos~ v t !

e 2 ~ t 2 b \/2! v 1e ~ t 2 b \/2! v
A~ v !dv,
e 2 b \ v /21e b \ v /2

sin~ v t !

e ~ t 2 b \/2! v 2e 2 ~ t 2 b \/2! v
A~ v !dv.
e 2 b \ v /21e b \ v /2
~8!
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One can construct two dimensional correlation function surfaces by the appropriate quantum Monte Carlo technique and
then use the surfaces as input data in maximum entropy reconstruction scheme. In the conventional maximum entropy
method, only F(0,t )[G( t ) is used as input data. The obvious advantage of the present method is that we have more
information on the system. All the data are not independent
so that simply adding more data may not improve the result
in a linear fashion. In fact, Re@F(t,t)# and Im@F(t,t)# are not
independent. However, this does not mean information on
imaginary part is redundant. Both data are statistically important. The statistical importance of including Im@F(t,t)#
will be demonstrated in the next section. The important fact
to be emphasized is that the real and imaginary time data are
mutually complementary: using the real time data it is relatively easy to obtain information on the high frequency spectral components, while, conversely, imaginary time data tend
to preferentially provide information concerning low frequency spectral components. It is thus quite natural to expect
that by using both real and imaginary time data we can
achieve an improved result.
III. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this section, the utility of our idea is numerically demonstrated for a number of simple examples. In the first
model, the lineshape function is assumed to have three
Gaussians of width 10 cm21 centered at 300 cm21,
1000 cm21, and 1800 cm21, with the relative intensity 0.1,
1, and 0.1. Each number is chosen to try to represent the
typical vibrational spectrum of hydrogen atom adsorbed on
the transition metal surfaces.18,25 The 1000 cm21 and
1800 cm21 peaks are representative of the perpendicular vibrational motion of the H atom ~fundamental and overtone
peak!, while the peak characteristic of the 300 cm21 is the
contribution of metal phonon modes. The time correlation
functions, F(t, t ), are constructed from A( v ) and corrupted
by Gaussian noise to simulate the effects of Monte Carlo
construction. A( v ), G( t ), and the real part of C(t) are
shown in Fig. 1. The temperature is set to 100 K.
Figure 2 shows the reconstructed A( v ) obtained solely
from imaginary time @ G( t ) # data with various noise levels.
64 imaginary time data points are included in the calculations. We can see that the proper A( v ) is achieved only in
the zero error limit. We also notice that, as expected, it is
much more difficult to get the small peak at high frequency
region than the peak at low frequency region using only the
imaginary time data.
The same I( v ) reconstructed from purely real time
@ C(t) # data by the conventional numerical Fourier transform and the maximum entropy method is shown in Fig. 3 as
a function of t max . The real time data are taken at every 1 fs.
In the conventional Fourier transform method, we have used

FIG. 1. ~a! The first model lineshape function A( v ). ~b! Imaginary time
position correlation function G( t ) computed from A( v ) by Laplace transform. The temperature T5100 K. ~c! Real part of the real time position
correlation function Re@C(t)# computed from A( v ) by Fourier transform.

the windowing function, w(t)50.4210.5 cos(pt/tmax)
10.08 cos(2pt/tmax) to prevent the error due to the finite time
truncation of C(t). 22 The maximum entropy method shows
superior performance over the usual Fourier transform
method. As expected, relatively long time information is
needed to correctly locate the low frequency peak. We want
to emphasize again the fact that the correct spectrum can be

FIG. 2. Lineshape functions extracted from G( t ) data for Fig. 1 using
maximum entropy method. Each G( t ) is corrupted by 1%, 0.1%, 0.01%,
and 0.001% ~relative to maximum value! unbiased Gaussian noises.

Copyright ©2001. All Rights Reserved.
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FIG. 5. Lineshape functions A( v ) extracted from F(t, t ). Two dimensional
real and imaginary parts of F(t, t ) have been used. t max520 fs. The noise
levels are 1%, 5%, and 10% of the maximum value of F(t, t ) for each t.

FIG. 3. Lineshape functions A( v ) extracted from Re@C(t)# data as a function of t max . Re@C(t)# is corrupted by the Gaussian noise whose size is 1% of
the maximum value of Re@C(t)#. ~a! A( v ) obtained by maximum entropy
method. ~b! A( v ) obtained by the conventional numerical Fourier transform with the windowing function w(t)50.4210.5 cos(pt/tmax)
10.08 cos(2pt/tmax).

obtained only at the zero error limit for G( t ) case or long
time limit for C(t) case and that it is extremely hard or
time-consuming to approach either of these two limits.
The complementary properties of G( t ) and C(t) are
clearly illustrated in Fig. 4 which shows the lineshape functions calculated by maximum entropy method using the various data sets, ~i! G( t ), ~ii! Re@C(t)#, ~iii! G( t )1Re@C(t)#,
and ~iv! G( t )1Re@C(t)#1Im@C(t)#, where Re@C(t)# and
Im@C(t)# are the real and imaginary part of C(t). The main
peaks are reasonably reproduced for all the cases, but cases
~i! and ~ii! fail to capture the small peak at either high frequency side or low frequency side. If G( t ) and C(t) together are fed into the maximum entropy method as input
data, two minor peaks at both sides are successfully located
at the correct positions. We also see that case ~iv! performs

FIG. 4. Lineshape functions A( v ) extracted from the various data sets. 1%
relative Gaussian noises are added to G( t ) and the Gaussian noises of 1%
relative to the maximum value of C(t) are added to C(t). t max520 fs.

better than case ~iii!, which indicates the statistical importance of including the imaginary part of the real time data.
The best result can be obtained if we use all the data available which include the real and imaginary parts of F(t, t ) on
2-D complex plane ~see Fig. 5!. There is no special difficulty
in calculating C(t) from A( v ) using the Fourier transform,
since A( v ) is numerically complete. Re@C(t)# obtained from
A( v ) is shown in Fig. 6 which demonstrates the ability of
the method to ‘‘predict’’ the real time correlation function
only using the imaginary time data and the short time data.
The second model is composed of two closely spaced
Gaussian peaks of width 10 cm21 centered at 800 cm21 and
1000 cm21, with the same intensities. They may be thought
as the parallel and perpendicular vibrational modes of the
adsorbed hydrogen atom on the metal surface.25 The results
are similar to those of the first model. That is, the inclusion
of the real time data greatly improves the quality of the lineshape function calculation, relative to that achievable using
imaginary time data alone ~see Fig. 7!.

FIG. 6. The real part of the real time correlation function Re@C(t)# obtained
from I( v ) by numerical Fourier transform. I( v ) for 1% noise level case in
Fig. 5 has been used for the calculation. The exact Re@C(t)# ~solid line! is
also plotted for comparison.

Copyright ©2001. All Rights Reserved.
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prove computationally more efficient to include real time
data than exclusively adding Monte Carlo sampling points to
improve the imaginary time data. The new method appears
especially useful for systems whose lineshape functions have
small components in both of low and high frequency regions.
Based on our experience with the maximum entropy method,
the statistical independence of the input data is very important. We thus want to point out that any Monte Carlo scheme
that introduces bias to the data may not be suitable to the
maximum entropy method.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have developed the new numerical
method based on the maximum entropy method to investigate the finite temperature quantum dynamics problems. The
method is based on the complementary nature of the imaginary and real time information on the quantum system. Once
the time correlation function as a function of the imaginary
time t and the real time t has been expressed in terms of a
Fourier and Laplace transform of the spectral density, then it
is possible to use the maximum entropy method in a straightforward manner. We have demonstrated the advantages of
our new method for two examples representative of adsorbate vibrational lineshapes of metal/hydrogen systems. We
have found that ‘‘limited’’ real time information greatly improves the usual maximum entropy scheme. By ‘‘limited’’
we generally mean information realistically available from
direct Monte Carlo methods. For our model studies, 20 fs is
roughly the time required to capture reasonably good results.
20 fs is about half of one vibrational period for both examples. Because the temperature is taken to be 100 K,
20 fs/ b \ is about 0.3.
The ultimate utility of the method depends on how far
and how accurately we can get the real time information and
the expense of the real time quantum Monte Carlo calculations. We argue that the present results suggest that it may
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